ADDRESS BY MR RAYMOND LIM,
MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT,
AT THE OFFICIAL NAMING CEREMONY FOR MAERSK CONVINCER,
18 AUGUST 2008, 10.00 AM,
AT JURONG SHIPYARD
Mr Claus V. Hemmingsen, Partner of A.P. Moller – Maersk & CEO of
Maersk Contractors,
Mr Tan Kwi Kin, Group President and CEO of Sembcorp Marine,
Mr Wong Weng Sun, President and COO of Sembcorp Marine & Managing
Director of Jurong Shipyard,
Mrs Beth Allen,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is my pleasure to be here today to witness the naming of Maersk
Contractors’ newest jack-up rig.
A.P. MOLLER – MAERSK GROUP IN SINGAPORE

2.

Since the establishment of its office here in 1978, the AP Moller-

Maersk Group has grown steadily in Singapore and, today, Singapore is

the headquarters for its Southeast Asian operations. Over the decades,
the Group has also forged long and close partnerships with Singapore
companies, such as Sembcorp Marine and its subsidiary, Jurong Shipyard.
Indeed, the completion of this newest rig follows that of the Maersk
Completer, also built by Jurong Shipyard, in the second quarter of last year.
In all, Maersk Contractors has commissioned a newbuilding programme of
nine drilling rigs in Singapore, deepening the long-term partnership
between Maersk and Singapore.
3.

The growth of Maersk in Singapore has taken place very much in

tandem with Singapore’s own development as an International Maritime
Centre, or IMC. Our IMC comprises a global hub port, a comprehensive
cluster of maritime businesses and, as is evident today, a leading centre for
offshore and marine engineering.
4.

Besides world-class shipyards and equipment companies, we also

aim to grow our strengths in offshore and marine services. More than 15
international shipping groups specializing in offshore activities have
established commercial operations in Singapore over the last 3 years.
Since 2005 when the Singapore Registry of Ships (or SRS) started
registering offshore vessels such as oil rigs and platforms, the total tonnage
of offshore vessels registered with us has reached more than 1.3 million
gross tonnes. We continue to seek more avenues to provide the right
infrastructure and environment to make Singapore a convenient one-stop
business center for the offshore and marine industry.

5.

We will also continue to sharpen our fundamentals and existing

strengths. Manpower development will continue to be a key focus. Our first
full-time degree course on Naval Architecture will take in its first students
next month. This degree programme is conducted in partnership between
Newcastle University, Ngee Ann Polytechnic and Singapore Polytechnic.
Moving forward, we will continue to facilitate the introduction of new
education and skills upgrading programmes in Singapore.
6.

Research and development to enhance our technological edge will

also remain another priority. We have in place the $15 million Offshore
Technology and Research Programme (OTRP) led by the National
University of Singapore’s Centre for Offshore Research and Engineering.
We also have schemes such as the Maritime Innovation and Technology
Fund (also known as the MINT Fund) that can be tapped on to co-fund
R&D. To date, the Centre for Offshore Research and Engineering has
initiated 12 offshore R & D projects and the MINT Fund has funded some 8
companies with interests in the offshore sector. I encourage more offshore
and marine engineering companies to tap on these platforms to further their
R&D efforts.
CONCLUSION
7.

In conclusion, let me congratulate both Maersk Contractors and

Jurong Shipyard on the successful delivery of the new jack-up rig. I wish
both companies every success in the future, and look forward to even
closer links between Maersk Contractors and Singapore. Thank you.

